A novel feeding strategy for enhanced plasmid stability and protein production in recombinant yeast fedbatch fermentation.
A novel feeding strategy in fedbatch recombinant yeast fermentation was developed to achieve high plasmid stability and protein productivity for fermentation using low-cost rich (non-selective) media. In batch fermentations with a recombinant yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which carried the plasmid pSXR125 for the production of beta-galactosidase, it was found that the fraction of plasmid-carrying cells decreased during the exponential growth phase but increased during the stationary phase. This fraction increase in the stationary phase was attributed to the death rate difference between the plasmid-free and plasmid-carrying cells caused by glucose starvation in the stationary phase. Plasmid-free cells grew faster than plasmid-carrying cells when there were plenty of growth substrate, but they also lysed or died faster upon the depletion of the growth substrate. Thus, pulse additions of the growth substrate (glucose) at appropriate time intervals allowing for significant starvation period between two consecutive feedings during fedbatch fermentation should have positive effects on stabilizing plasmid and enhancing protein production. A selective medium was used to grow cells in the initial batch fermentation, which was then followed with pulse feeding of concentrated non-selective media in fedbatch fermentation. Both experimental data and model simulation show that the periodic glucose starvation feeding strategy can maintain a stable plasmid-carrying cell fraction and a stable specific productivity of the recombinant protein, even with a non-selective medium feed for a long operation period. On the contrary, without glucose starvation, the fraction of plasmid-carrying cells and the specific productivity continue to drop during the fedbatch fermentation, which would greatly reduce the product yield and limit the duration that the fermentation can be effectively operated. The new feeding strategy would allow the economic use of a rich, non-selective medium in high cell density recombinant fedbatch fermentation. This new feeding strategy can be easily implemented with a simple IBM-PC based control system, which monitors either glucose or cell concentration in the fermentation broth.